Who could help us with these questions? Dead mathematicians like Gann or Fibonacci? The Gannacci Code? The planets or stars or galactic forces? How about Larry Gains, Eric Wilkinson, Barry Burns, Dan Gibby, Perry Wilkey, Alla Peters, Mark Sebastian, and Dean Jenkins – all top traders speaking at the Festival of Traders? TraderPlanet publishes loads on futures oil and gold – think they know? Online Trader Central gushes out webinars to all who pay for them – any ideas there?

Plain fact these questions have never been asked or answered – they are difficult – nearly intractable. I tracked down many hundreds upon hundreds of rooms for both crude oil and gold to examine if “live trading” actually occurred, meaning trades executed in real time and shown transparently. And if they posted “track records” could these records be seen and if so, were they of sufficient duration to evaluate and detail to analyze. For many hundreds of rooms devoid of live trading and/or track records, I pestered, poked and prodded them until they finally admitted they were sales rooms and they did not trade crude oil or gold (in spite of what they posted or their web names).

In each paper, I detail my exact procedure, what rooms I considered, who I rejected and why, I provide valid track records, P/L per trade, trades per month, etc. to find the best. In one room the average P/L for CL is $56/trade – Phalanx juiced that to over $347. I another room GC comes in $84/trade; Phalanx jazzes that to $431 per trade.

Paper can be purchased for $9.95.